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Montana Ground-Water Assessment
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information…” 85-2-902(2)
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(A) A water-level recorder on a well in Yellowstone County provides water-level records valuable for assessing the
impact of subdivision and climate on near-surface alluvial aquifers.
(B) A monitoring well in Beaverhead County is one of about 30 network wells completed in the Blacktail Deer Creek
valley, an intermontaine aquifer that has been extensively developed to supply irrigation water.
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Ground-Water Monitoring

880 monitoring wells. About 30 percent (300+/-)
dedicated or unused wells: 96 instrumented wells.
State wide monitoring network
The Monitoring Network consists of about 880 wells corresponding closely
with the distribution of more than 200,000 water wells in Montana. Each
network well is measured quarterly and there are about 100 water-level
recorders. The recorders provide daily measurements. About 70 water
samples are collected each year to track water-quality change. Data from the
network are available from the Ground-Water Information Center website at
http://mbmggwic.mtech.edu.
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Impacts on ground water are
difficult to see…

Ground-water and drought
Ground-water is out of sight and often not well understood by the general public.
Although surficial conditions may appear lush, severe issues could be lurking under
the surface in the form of depressed water levels in wells.
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Standardized Precipitation Index:
April 2004
Southwest Climate Division - Montana (Western Regional Climatic Center)
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Standardized Precipitation Index
The Standardized Precipitation Index (SPI) measures the relative wetness or
dryness from average for various periods of time. Changes in the index at
the 30-month period appear to correspond closely with departures from
average for many monitoring network wells.
The images on this page and the next show how the SPI for the Southwest
climate division calculated as of April 2004 compares to the current
Southwest climate division SPI calculated as of end of April 2005.
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Standardized Precipitation Index:
April 2005
Southwest Climate Division - Montana (Western Regional Climatic Center)
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Current SPI
The current Southwest climate division SPI shows that precipitation when
compared to that expected during the last 12 months has caused
improvement in the 30-month SPI from about -2.4 (extremely dry- previous
page) to about -1.4 (very dry).
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Current drought and the “dustbowl”
A time-series on the 30-month statewide SPI provides one view of the current
drought which can be compared to the drought of the 1930s. The vertical line
between 2000 and about 1930 aligns the beginning of the two drought periods and
has no other significance. By this measure, the current drought is slightly less
intense but more lengthy than the first of two dry periods in the 1930s.
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January-March 2005 departures from average
water levels – climate wells
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Departures from water-level averages in wells
Most network wells with negative departures (yellow, orange, and red) are west of about
Billings. The greatest negative departures are near Great Falls, in the Dillon area, and
around the fringes of the Kalispell valley. The small black dots are locations of network
wells where measurements were collected but where departures were not calculated.
Wells where departures were not calculated include those with too short of a period of
record, and those that exhibit a lack of response to climate on the current time scale.
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Departures from quarterly average water
level: climate sensitive wells
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Percentage of climate sensitive wells below quarterly averages
The percentage of network wells below their quarterly average appears to correspond
closely with the 30-month Standardized Precipitation Index. There may be a slight
downward trend in the percentages of wells below their quarterly averages between 20002001 and early 2005.
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Oct-Dec 2004 departures from average water levels
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Jan-Mar 2005 departures from average water levels

Frequency of departures
Frequency histograms of departures from quarterly water-level averages show that
the most common departure is between -1 and -5 ft. The data show that relatively
few wells are above their averages in either the last quarter of 2004 or the first
quarter of 2005.
If the monitoring network is a reasonable representation of wells in Montana, it
demonstrates that most climate sensitive wells should be between 1 and 5 ft below
their quarterly averages.
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North Central
climate division

Havre
Malta

TD= 75, alluvium

Well: 79060

TD= 20, alluvium

Well: 39487

TD= 79, gravel

Well:3977

North Central Climate Division
Selected wells in the North Central climate division show differing responses.
Well 79060 shows apparent short term response to above average precipitation in
1995 and 2002. Water levels are currently near historic lows.
Well 39487 declined between 2000 and 2003, but has since recovered to levels
near those measured in 1995.
Well 3977 exhibits a general downward trend since the beginning of record in 1985.
Flattening in the downward curve between 1993 and 1997 and also since 2003
shows recharge to the aquifer. The long-term decline is most likely related to
irrigation pumpage.
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Western Climate
Division

Well 141665 TD= 275,
Belt Supergroup

Kalispell

Polson

Well 6283 TD= 377,
Tertiary basin fill

Well 77922:
TD= 300, Belt Supergroup

Western Climate Division
Selected wells representing aquifers in the Western Climate Division illustrate current waterlevel conditions.
Well 6283: The hydrograph contains signals derived from annual pumping, a long-term
decline potentially related to de-pressuring of the aquifer, and a long-term climatic pattern.
Well 77922: The climatic signature in this bedrock well appears to be as much as 50 ft.
Water levels fell between 1984 and 1996 during dryer than average times. Water levels
continued to fall until 1997 but rose in 1998 apparently in response to a wet period that
began in 1996 and extended until 1998. Water levels have fallen since 1998 and are now at
historic lows.
Well 141665: Water levels react to short term and long term climate in this hydrograph. The
large peaks in 1997 and 1998 are apparently in response to short-term intense precipitation
or snowmelt events. The long-term decline is related to the dry period that began in about
1999. Sharp downward water-level movements are related to pumping in or near the well.
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Western climate
division
Missoula

Well 120512

Deer Lodge
TD= 103, alluvium

Well 154595
Well 154007
TD= 300, bedrock

TD= 135, Tertiary

Well 51731
TD= 115, Tertiary

Western Climate Division
Selected wells representing aquifers in the Western Climate Division illustrate
current water-level conditions.
Well 154007: This well is completed in Idaho Batholith bedrock and shows typical
large response to climate because of relatively low storage in the bedrock aquifer.
Water-levels have recovered about 60 ft since 2001 when a new well was drilled to
supply domestic water and this well was taken out of service.
Well 154595: Water levels show an annual cycle of about 4 ft overprinted on a
climate signature. General water-level decline has been about 10 ft but the rate of
decline has slowed and some recovery has occurred in 2003-2004.
Well 51731: Water levels are currently higher than they were when measurements
began in 1994. The peak in water levels matches with wetter than average climate
in 1995-1999. Water levels in this well appear to be stable.
Well 120512: Water levels generally rose between 1995 and 1998, have declined
slowly since, and are currently at levels observed in 1994.
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Southwest
climate division
Bozeman

Dillon

Well 96826: TD= 157, Tertiary
basin fill

Well 133371: TD= 217,
Tertiary basin fill

Well 8889: TD= 99,
Tertiary basin fill

Well 892116: TD= 207,
Boulder Batholith

Southwestern Climate Division
Selected wells representing aquifers in the Southwestern Climate Division illustrate current
water-level conditions.
Well 133371: This well is located in the Blacktail Deer Creek area southeast of Dillon where
there is a large amount of ground-water supported irrigation. The water level has fallen about
20 feet since 2000 but has been relatively stable since 2003.
Well 8889: Annual cyclicity of 3 to 5 ft overprints a water-level decline of about 5 feet since
1999. The rate of decline has slowed in recent years.
Well 892116: This well is in near Butte, Montana and only a few miles from the edge of the
Western Climate Division. It is also west of the Continental Divide. The high peak in the
hydrograph between 1996 and 1999 is typical of wells responding to precipitation in the
Western division.
Well 96826: A strong annual spring time recharge pattern of about 15 ft is overprinted on a
general water-level decline of about 10 ft. The annual water-level rise begins in April and
peaks in June. Water levels then fall slowly to an annual low the next March. The annual
pattern was strong during the late 1990s but has weakened and been minimal since 2000.
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South Central climate division

Billings
Livingston

Well 149510: TD= 110,
Fort Union sandstone

Well 10289: TD= 75,
Judith River sandstone

Well 102486 TD=
220, Tertiary
basin fill

South Central Climate Division
Selected wells representing aquifers in the Central Climate Division illustrate current waterlevel conditions.
Well 102486: Water levels exhibit an annual cycle as well as a long-term climatic
signature. The well is located in an intermontaine valley similar to the valleys to the west
and water levels have recovered somewhat in 2003-2004.
Well 149510: Water levels in this sandstone aquifer have generally fallen. The declines
have been minimal during the last 5 years.
Well 10289: Water levels in this well have fallen about 20 ft since measurements began in
1996. Although there appears to be some annual cyclicity in the measurements, water
levels continue to decline relatively rapidly.
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Central climate division
Great Falls

Lewistown

TD= 124, bedrock

Well: 58923

TD= 430, Madison

TD= 23, alluvium

Well: 2315

Well: 148530

Central Climate Division
Selected wells representing aquifers in the Central Climate Division illustrate
current water-level conditions.
Well 58923: Water levels have generally fallen during the period of record which
began in 1994. Water levels appeared to stabilize between 2001 and 2003 but
recently have begun falling again.
Well 2315: Water levels in this well show that the relatively deeply buried Madison
Limestone near Great Falls is susceptible to climate. Water levels rose until 1997
but have since fallen steadily in response to dryer than normal climate. The rate of
decline has slowed in the last 2-3 years.
Well 148530: Water levels in this shallow well are much the same now as they
were in 1995. Water levels were flat until about 2000, declined slowly until 2003,
and have since responded to short term precipitation events leading to a record
high water level in 2004.
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Giant
Giant Springs
Springs

Well
Well 2526
2526
“Underwater”
“Underwater”
Spring
Spring

International
International Malting
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Company
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Constructed by
by Boland
Boland Drilling.
Drilling. MBMG
MBMG personnel:
personnel: Larry
Larry Smith,
Smith, Cam
Cam
Carstarphen,
and
Mike
Kerschen.
Funding
arranged
by
Marvin
Miller
Carstarphen, and Mike Kerschen. Funding arranged by Marvin Miller

Monitoring network improved at Giant Springs
The International Malting Company has donated a well to Montana to better monitor
water levels in the Madison Limestone; the source aquifer for Giant Springs. The
new well is 470 ft deep and the surface casing is cemented into the top of the
limestone. It is the first well at the springs that will produce data exclusively from the
Madison Limestone. Data loggers have been installed in the new well and in well
2526. Samples from the new well, well 2526, and the springs show that total
dissolved solids in water from all three vary by less than 15 milligrams per Liter.
The dedicated monitoring well should provide a better picture of how climate and
development may impact the Madison aquifer and Giant Springs.
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Ground-Water Information Center
http://mbmggwic.mtech.edu

Data availability
Water-level data and much other ground-water data are available from the
Ground-Water Information Center (GWIC) website at
http://mbmggwic.mtech.edu.
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